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ABSTRACT

Four designs of drilled (cylindrically hollow) balls were	 F

tested in modified Orie Mall Test Machines for resistance to bend-

ing fatigue. Bending fatigue has been demonstrated to be a limitw

ing factor xn previous evaluations of the drilled ball concept.

A web reinforced drilled ball wae,^most successful in

resisting bending fatigue.

Another design of through drilled design, involving a heavier

wall than the standard reference ball, also showed significant

impr^^vemeat in resistance to bending fatigue.

Ballswith carburized outer surfaces - failed-to demonstrate
3

A

^"	 the improved resistance to bending ^`atigue to be expected of the 	 a

_	 lower hardness {brittleness} bore. material.,
a

150-mm bore-.ball bearings,. incorporating standard reference

drilled balls and web-reinforced dril^:ed balls, were operated at

,20 9 000 RPM (3 .million DN) at light to moderate ax%al loads.

-	 Erratic ball tracking and dynamic , instability l^.mited the performs

ma^?.ce of bearings -with web-reinforced drilled balls at high speed

and under heauy loads,:
i

.^ A 150-mm-bore ball bearing, incorporating drilled balls with
i

heavier than standard walls, was operated at 20,000 RPM (3 million

DN) under 3080 -n.ewtons (6850 lbs) axial load for- . 28.9 hours. Test
-^

ing_was terminated by fracture of a.drilled ball.

,.
r	 7

3
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INTRODUCTION

^ ':

	`'^	 Recent trends in gas turbine design and development have

been toward engines with higher thrust weight ratios and increased	 _ r

power output, which result in a requirement for high shaft speeds

and larger shaft diameters. Bearings in current production air-

craft.turbine engines operate in the range Pram l.5 million to

2.3 million DN (product of bearing bore in millimeters and shaft

speed. in rpm). Engine designers anticipate that turbine bearing

DN values will increase to ^.0 million. by 1980.

When ball bearings are aperated at DN zralues above 1.5

million, centrifugal forces produced by the balls can became

significant, by increasing Hertz stresses at the outer race-ball

contacts, to seriously shorten bearing fatigue life. It is 	 ^'

	

^^	 therefore logical to consider methods for reducing the factors	 _

that contribute to ball centrifugal loading, such as ball mass.

Theory indicates that reduotions in ball mass oan be effective	 ^' ^
^^

in extending bearing fatigue life at high speeds.	 ^
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(1} Fabrication is accamplishec^.by standard ball processes; 	 j(2) '^'h.ey ean be easily inspected for flaws; 	 ;
3 Hole concentricity can be maintained very accurately,

thus allF.aviating problems of ball unbalance at high 	 .;^^
speed; ¢n.3

(4) A smooth surface finish can be achieved, without the.
irregularities present in the weld area of a spherically
hollow ball...

Tn the designs of bearings incorporating drilled balls,	 '
i

special cages are required, with ball alinement restraints, to

prevent the edge of the hole from dam2.^;ing the race grooves 	 s

during bearing start-up, (Reference 1)

Previous testing with drilled balls has been generally con

cerned ^y^a..th ball mass reduction of 50^ (refs. 2, 3, 4, 5) . much

balls have experienced bending fatigue failures. Analyses of

bending stress have demonstrated that,-under maximum loads of

normal main shaft beari^lg applications, drilled balls with 50^

mass reduction do experience dangerously high stress (ref. 6).

Analyses described in Ref. 4 indicate that 20.638-gin (°8125-inch}

rliarneter balls, with 50^ weight reduction are subjected to loads

of approximately 900 lbs. ^.n representative main - shaft bearing

appli cations

This program .was, set up to evaluate drilled balls which shou3d

resist-..bending ._forces by virtue of heavier walls (less weight- rem

ducton}, an. internal reinforcing web,' or more ductile metalluzwgca^	 ^ ^'

structure, Balls-fabricated tv incarp^rate these design feat^.res

wei^e- rur^ under relati jr-ely high radial loads in Modified 'One Ba^.l

Test Rigs. Thy most successful designs, from One Baal Test Rig

results p was ^:nco?^porated into 150-mm-bore ball bearings which: were

run at 3 million DN under thrust loads representative-of the je^^
engine. main shaft application:	 -	 ^

I
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MALL DESTGNS

Four ,designs of drilled balls were fabricated for this pro-

^•,	 gram, A11 were ^O. G38 mrn-{ . 8125-^in.) outer diameter, Designs 	 ^	 ^^

A, B, C, Figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively, were made from a single 	 ^"

batch of consumable-electrode, vacuum- melted ATST M-50 steel	 ',

balls. DES^.gn D was identical in configuration to Design A but

was made from one heat of AMS 9310 steel, carburized.

Design A balls were made to the same specifications as	 ^,^
,^

were the drilled balls reported by Holmes in Refs. ^ and 4.

Data from testing these balls provided a reference against which

the other designs could be compared,-

Design B balls incorporated a stiffening web, perpendicular

to the axis of the drilled hole and midway between the ends,,

The bore of the drilled hole was the same diameter as that zn

Design A, hence, Design B balls were somewhat heavier than Design

A balls.- Analyses performed at NASA^s Lewis Research Center have

...indicated a substantial reduction in bending. stress in the webbed

configuration compared with the standard design (Ref. 6).	 j

Design C balls had the same mass as Design B falls but had

J	 astraight-through bore. Therefore, there balls possessed a

heavier cross-sect^,orl than did the reference halls.
.

, Design D.balls.had essentially the same mass and crass sic-

tian as the-reference-balls, but were made Pram carburized .AIST

..8310 steel.

t
i	

4	
3
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Measured masses of representative balls of the various des.^gns

werea
PERCENT OF PERCENT-

Rr.; MASS	 ORIGINAL MASS MASS REDUCTTOI^

^^	 Solid Ball 35.8228 grams	 100.0. .^_____	 '
Design A 17.3342 grams	 -48.4 ^,51.6

'	 Design B 19.1848 .grams	 53.6 !-u5.4
Design C 18.8274 grams	 52.6 ^^7.4
Solid Carburized
Ball 35.9727 grams	 100.0 _
Design D 17.415D grams	 43.4 J51.6

Drilled balls were fabricated fry;;?_ AFBMA Grc.se 10 balls.

Two parallel flats l4. 5- millimeters (.571 in.) apart and equidi s^

tant-from a parallel plane through: the center of the ball were

ground on each ball.	 Then balls were drilled, perpe^.dicular'to

the parallel flats, by a combination of electric discharge

machining {EDM) and conventional grinding. _

_ ^ Tn the first 50 design A .,balls, the diameter o^ the EDM

holes. was 12.4-^^nillzmeters (0.488-in.). The holes were then

finish ground to 12.37-mill7.meters (0.495-in.}. The edges of

the hale were chamfered and corners were blended. After a number

of early failures were experienced in these balls .,. 16 more were
1

processed by installing 11.43-^mill^,meters (0°:450-in,) diameter 	 ^^

holes by EDM, then grinding to finish size. Concentricity of the

finished hole was maintained to within 0.025-millimeter-(0.001-i:^^..}e ';

...Surface finish of the- hole .was held to a. l5^micrometcr rms 6--^. ^n^

rms) .

Design B balls were all dri.^.led after the question af;

	

.	 adequate grinding allowance had arisen.: It was necessary to d^.°x.11

in from both , ends, stopping at pl^rig^ equidistant from tl^e ends; to

provide aninterior - wall or "web s'. The hales produced by E^DM we^^e

11.43--^dillimete-rs (Do 450-in. } d^:ameter and stopped shoat of the

5
,.-^	 4l,
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'`	 finished web by . 51 - , 64-mm (0.020-0.025-in.}. The holes were

then finished by grinding to an 0.15-micrometer rms (6-µ in. rms)

surface, and. corners were blended.
^^	 -	 ^

^= ^	 ^
Design C balls were drilled straight through by EDM, provid-

ing x.11,8-mm (0.465-in.) diameter hole. This hale was then

finish ground to 12.0-mm (0.472-in.)_diameter, arid, corners were

blended. As in other designs, hole concentricity was held to

within 0.025-mm (0, 00^.-in.) .and sur^ac^ Finish of the hole .and

.ends was within 0.15--micrometer rms (6-;^ in. rms).

Des:Lgn D balls were drilled to the same specifications as

were thy: secor..d group of Design A balls, above.

TEST :t3EARINGS

The test , bearing specifications are listed in Table x. The

bearings were 150-mm-bore, angular-.contact, split-inner-..race ball

bear^.ngs with 20,5-mm, (0.8125-in.) diameter balls. The .one-piece

machined cages were loc^t.r.7 on .the. outer race. and incorporated

machined restra^.ning ribs in the ball pocKets to locate the drilled.

balls, (Ref, 5}. These ribs. restricted twisting movement of

the ball to about 3?^ and prevented the edge of the hole .from.

riding on the race groove during bearing operation.

Iri each mating.. face of the .inner,-race. hahres, there were 12

rad =ui slots of 1.3-mm { 0.030- in. } radius extending. frorri the bore

to ; the raceway;

t
^	 -	 'f	 6	 --	 -

i;^
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APPARATUS AND INSTRU^NTATION
BOLL TEST APPARATUS

Dynamic testing o individual balls was conducted on speoial

One-Ball Test Rigs, shown schematically 3.n F^.gure ^. A 1.5-k^rr

(2--^) , 220/ ^^-0 volt,, three-phase electric motor with an integral

variable-sheave speed changer, drove each test rig through a V-

belt, Rig speed was infinitely variable from approximately 900-rpm

to the scheduled 7,700 rpm, At a shaft speed of 7,'00 rpm, ball
;,

rotata.onal speed was approximately 39,5'00 rpm. Figure ^ is a

photograph of a test machine.

A test ball was loaded between twa bearing inner races, one

of which was maunted on. the main shaft of the rig, and the other

was mounted. on an id?er shaft. Each race corresponded to the

,inner race off' a light--series, deep-^ g^"oove, 90-mm bare ball bearing

{MRC 218 .5}. Races were made from ATSI 52100 steel and their

radii of curvature were -52^ of ball diametzr. Load was accomplished

by a hydraulic cylinder pushing through the rig's idler shaft, An

accumulator ^,n the load system minimized load variation due to

thermal effects.
a

- Each ball was positioned by a separator block. At the for.-^

°d d f th' b411 +' k t + '	 unt d	 all rb r ' thwati en o	 is	 poc a was mo e a sm	 a o w^.	 ^

its axis parallel to the race axis. The: test ball contacted 	 !

a circumferential V^groove in `this arbor.. As_the ball rotated,

it was pre^rerited from rolling aut of position by the arbor, which

-was mounted on 10-mm. bore extremel 1i ht series dee move 	 ^^^	 Y	 g	 :	 P- g	 f	 {

ball- bearings (^IRC 19005) . T1a.is eliminated. mcst 'of the sliding

f-^^ic^;^_on between- ball and guide: The contact between- ball- and

a^bcr occurred along twci lines which were outside of the ball--race

contact,	
i

7



MaM.imum speed of this position^.ng arbor was approximately 60,000

rpm at full rig speed..

The lubrication system included a^^ oil sump"with electric

heating elements, a supply pump and a filter. Oil, Mobil Jet II,

meeting specification MzL^L- 23699B was jetted into the test ball

at 0.9 kg {2 lbs,} per minute. Temperature of the test oil was

389 ^ {240° F,}. Additior_al quantities of the same oil were used

to lubricate support bearings.

In 3.ater testing, a V-groove-race with l00° included angle

was substituted for the upper race. Several Design B balls were

run in the rigs between ono con^rentional race and-one V-groove-

race. This was done to provide ofi'Pset loading tests.

BEARING TEST R.IC=

D amic testing oi' the 150-mom bore ba11 bearings was con3m

	

duetec^ on the three-bearing test spindle shown schematically 1:n 	 ^^

Figure 6. Figure 7 is a photograph of the spindle, with oil

Line s and instrumentation attached. A 55^ kw { 75°^) , 440-volt,

three--phase AC-electric motor with integral variable pitch pulleys
_	 ^

and belts drove the rig. Between the dr^^re unit and the spin e

were a magnetic coupl^.ng and ^X geared speed increase°. Minimum

stabilized speed of the arrargemer3.t was 7, 000 rpm; however, the

magnetic coupling permitted this speed to be reached o^c=^er a period`

of about one minute after start upe Thereafter, speed was infinitely

variable through 20,OD0 rpm.

The test bearing was c^.tilever mounted on the test spindle,

as shown on Figure 6. The bearing was mounted can the.-shaftwith a
j

0.0535-mm (D.0025-in o ) interference fit.

8

,^
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Th-ru.st load was applied to the test bearing by pressurising a

hydraulic cylinder connected to the bearing housing by a 0.71-meter

(2$-in.} length o£ 7.9- mm ( 5/16-in.} diameter cable. This method

of loading minimised possibilities of misalinement and produced

only slight torque tare. .The thrust load produced by the hydraulic

cylinder was calculated from pressure-gage readings. Reaction

to the thrust load was provided by an 80-mm-bore ball . support

beara.ng. This ball bearing and anathe:^ 80 -gym bore ball bearing

provided radial support for the shaft. A preload spring, plus

a sliding housing fit for the autbaard support bearing maintained

aerial preload an the support bearings at all times, assuring.

radial rigidity.

The lubrication system included a common oa.l sump with

electric heating elements, a supply pump, and a filter. Separate

-oil supply lines - were used for - the support bearings and-the test

.bearing. The oil supply to the test bearing was heated or cooled

as necessary to maintain a constant'oi1 inlet temperature of 389K

-(240° F} a Support bearing oil had an additional cooler to provide

lower ail-inlet temperature to the support bearings. All lubricant

and aoalant to the test bearing was jetted into an oil scoop in

the. bore of the hollow shaft. Oil reached the cuter diameter oi'

the shaft near the u^a.loaded half of the inner race, then passed

under the int^.ei^ race through 12 ec^ually spaced - axial passages, each

2.3&-mm (0.0938-in.) deep by 4.78 mm-(0.18&-in.) wide. At the

^U].1C'^LLI.^e bf the EWO inner race halves, a port^.on of the oil was,:
forced, by centrifugal Force,. into the bearing through radial

passages at the interface.
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The remaining oil passed on to the end of the axial passages-and

was d^.schargod separately. During actual testing., most of the

-oil entered the- bearings Multiple oil- outlet holes were provided
:r

`	 on each side of the bearing housing fdr lubx^icant scavengep and ;,

additional multiple holes were provided for cooling-oil scavenge,

Oil inlet flaw rate was measured by a volumetric-type flow meter.

Oil-outlet-flow rates were measured at intervals by graduated

cylinder and stop- wafch .

Temperatures-were measured by ChromehAlumel thermocouples

and recorded on millivolt strip-chart recorders. Ternpe.^atures

were measured at the following locations.

^
1} Oil-inlet
2 Test bearing outer . ring.

{ 3^ Oil- outlet on the inboard sa.de of the test housing
(4 Oil outl^;t on the- outboard side of the test housing
(^ Oil outlet for test bearing under race cooling oil_	 (6 Oil summa
{7 Outer rings of both support bearings

rndividu.al oil-outlet temperatures were measured in the lines 	 _	 1,

_ from the test bearing which came out at the s^,x o ^ c^.ock positions

and thermocouples were loceted ^.l to 7.6^centimeters ( 2 to 3-in.}

from the bearing. All bearing and oil temperatures were accurate

to within ± 1K (^- 2° F o } of ,the indicated readings.
'i

_.The torque of the test bearing was measured by using a strainm

gage mounted on the restraining arm... The strain-gage signal was

amplified.and recorded. The force, determined from the strain-;	 -	
_	

-	
-.	 ^	 ..^	 3

-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 i
gage readings„multiplied by the length of the torque arm, repre- 	 -

sented the. beari.r_g torque. The recorded. torque was ..corrected for

the. rotatio7 induced. on .the :load cable by axial. loac^.e



Speed was measured by a magnetic pick-up, with the signal

displayed on an electronic counter.

BA^.,L TEST PROCEDURE .;
'	 .Each test ball was run between ^.ew pairs of races, (^e^cept

in a few tests in which an infant failure problem was being inves-	 '

•tigated}. The separator was changed only when it was damaged,

.which frequently occurred ti^ th ball breakage..

Before start-up, oil was preheated to appr^oxi.mately 33gK

.(150° F.) and jetted into the test loeat:^.on at .g kg (2 lbs.}

per.: minute, Approximately one-^th^.rd of the scheduled laad was

applied and the rig was started at minimum .speed. The:-oil .temp era-

tune was .advanced tv 38gi^ (240° F.} as rapidly as possible. Speed

was then increased tc full. value, 7, 700 rpm. Load was increased

to .scheduled value over a period.of several minutes.

Balls were-run ^:v failure or to run--out, the latter being

250,000y000 cycles which required 53 hours rtuvsing for normal

tests,: or 500,000x 000 cycles (706 hoursx^:u^ning), for endurance

tests. A.t faltirre, these was an increase in vibration., hi ghly

audible, which-triggered an au-tomatia shut down:-.devise,	 e

Basic procedure with each lot of balls was to run wive balls

under 6,008-newtons (1,-350 lbs.) radial - load to failure or for

`	 53 hours. If any failures occurredy five mare balls were ruri- at
i

5n 340 newtons (1,200 lbs.). If - any failures occurred at the

second load cox3.dit^on, five more balls were run. at 44005 newtons
' -	

(90G1bs.) ,radial- la ad.
,; 1

If a group of five balls all achieved scheduled ri^n.-out, at

one - load. level, five more balls from the - _same lat`were:run-under

that same load until failure, or for 106 hauxs.

:E
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These procedures were varied slightly because of tl^.e incidence

	

^	 ,
,_

of premature, or ix^fant f failures in two lots q {A and C) and because

	

4`	 --	 r;

	^^^	 of very poor performance in Lot. D. In testing Design A and Design G 	 ;: ^
t.

balls, premature failures were disregarded in determination of the

ability of a ball to withstand a particular load. In testing Design

	

'	 D balls, fewer than five balls weretested at each of the scheduled

	

-.	 F	 - 	 - 	 _

.heavier loads and more were tested at the lowest load (4005 newtons).
i

In supplemental testing, Design B balls were run one at a time,

	

':	 .between. one.. conventional race anal one V-groove race, under .the follow-

ing radial-loads, and rFSUlting contact stresses . {at the V--groove in-	 .

terfac;e } ;

LOAD	 MEAN. HERTZ. STRESS

	

^^	 6,008 newtons 1,350 lbs.} 	 303,0.00 N/cm2 {:440.,000 psi. 	 1

	

5,340 newtans1,200 lbs.}	 293,000 N/cm2 (425 9 000 psi

	

4, 450 newtons (1,000 lbs.}	 275.,000 N/cm2 (-400.,000-_psi	 .

	

3,550 newtons ( 800 lbs.)	 255,000 N/cm (370,000 psi

Two balls were tested at each laad.

BALL TESTING

^.esults of testing individual halls are summa?^i^ed on .Table II.
f

SHAKEDOWN TESTS

Three Design A drilled balls . were run at varying speeds and

loads up through the maximum scheduled. One 'ball in each machine

k ram for several hours under a variety of conditions, including nume-roue

	

`	 starts and .stops, ,then ran for several ho^^rs under maximum conditions.

The third, shakedown ball failed after 1.2 hours... This..ball was

subjected to ara. overload condi-^ion during start-up.

,,	 ^	 -
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TESTING OF DESIGN A BAILS

Five balls were run under 6,008 newtons (1.,50 lbs.} radial

'	 load with three bending fatigue failures, and two suspensions at	 --

scheduled run-out: These data are plotted on F^.gure ^.

Five balls were then - run under 5,340 newtons (1,200 lbs.)

radial load to scheduled run--out.

However, several balls, intended far testing under either 6, 008
ar 5,.340 newtons {1, 350 or 1, 200 lbs. } r^'dial load, experienced

bending fatigue failure shortly after start, before scheduled load

had..been app^.`i j=d. These were designated "infant failures" and

investigations were conducted to determine the cause.

T:e first infant failures had occ^.rred when oil was preheated

to 389 K (. 240° F) before start of testing.. Thereafter, testing . was

started with cooler oil and. scheduled temperature was not reached

until the ball had attained full speed and load.. Subsequent infant

failures under revised start-up procedures demonstrated that thermal

shock was no4 the cause.
9

Zn a further attempt to eliminate thermal cor_ditions as a

possible cause of early failure, the lubricating system :was .modified

^`	 to het part of the oil to -the -bore of the .ball. Infa^.t failures

continued to occur after this. modification:

The`:possibility that characteristics of individual test machine

-	 races were contributing to early failures was investigated. Examines-^

Lion of races- indicated- no discrepancies. A few races were re---run

with .new balls, after an infant failure. No pattern was establi-shed.

0n the other hand s two race failures occurred during. the course of:

testing long la.fe balls; `in laotN: cases, the spal3ed race' w`as replaced

anal the- ball was left in test;. scheduled riu^.-out- was achieved-`with
botYi balls.	 _	 - 	

13
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A possible cause of early ball failure was the effect of

a residual heat-affected zone, resulting from the EDM operation,
^i

	

,_a	 Design C balls and art of the Devi n A balls were drilled with 	 ^ ^

	

Gi 	 p	 g
9

IDMF leaving 0.15 - 0.20-mm (.006 - .008-^.n.) diametral stock

for clean-up by conventional grinding and finishing. Exper^.ence	 '

in which the , grinding stock allowance had not been sufficient

for clean-up caused diametral allowance to be increased to 1.14-mm

.(.045-in,}. Several Design C balls had failed to pass our visual

inspection of the bores, but regrinding . an additional 0.051- rnm

(.002-fin,) diametral stock had removed all visible evidence of EDM.
s

Metallurgical examination of an infantfailure revealed no 	 '

residual heat-affected. zone. Metallurgical examination of a

ball which. had been drilled, but not ground, showed cheat--affected

zone of 0.04..mm, (, b015-^ in.) depth.

Sixteen additional Design A balls were obtained which had

1.14-mm (.045--in.) diametral stock removal_1ay grinding. Ten of 	 T
i

these balls. were tested. 9 with na in^'ant failures.. ^`atigue

endurance data at 6, 008 newtons {19350 lbs.) radial--load for

	

'^	 these balls are a'so plotted ... on.Figure 8. These data are. not

significantly different from those obtained o^^. the original lot-
i

of balls of the same design q when infant failures are disregarded.
'';^

F`ailur-es occurring on the second lot of Design Aballs-under

5, 340 newtons {19200 ios:) radial'load`ndicated that this design

was - inadequate-for e-that load. Since Design Band - C balls had

demonstrated capability of satisfactory operation at 6;Q08 newtons 	 `-

(1,35Q lbs.} 9 testing of Design Aballs-was terminated.

t

i
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TESTING OF DESIGN B BALLS

F.^^re De -sign B ba11s (incorporating a reinforcing web)-were
c^

run to scheduled shut-down at 250,000,000 cycles under maximum

load, 6,008 newtons {1,350 lbs.}. Five more Design B balls were

then run to shut--down at 500000,000 cycles under the same load.

There were no failures in Design B balls during this testing.

Tn a further evaluation, to deterr,^_:^ne the effect of a high

angle contact load on the Design B ball, ten balls were run between

a standard rap e and. a V-groove. Loads were heavy enough to produce

rolling contact fatigue failures, as well as bending fatigue.,

failures, at the V-groove interface. Under the two higher loads,

life-was measured in minutes. At failure, a chunk of the ball

tended to break out, In one of the - balls tested at 5,340 newtons

(1,200 lbs.), t^.e failure appeared to have started as a contact

fatigue spall, and the test was stopped before cracked. areas at

the bore had actually broken loose. Lives at 4,450 and 3, 560 new-

_tons (1 9 000 lbs, a^ad 800 lbs.) radial load were longer 9 significantly

so at the lowest ^.oad, Failures started as spalls, with , , cracks -

then progres-sing to the-bore. (See .Figure 9), One test. was stopped	 {

before cracks, from the. spall had reaohed the .bore. (See.,Figure. 10},	 '	 '

In Vim-groove testing.,.-the center of the. contact ellipse-was.

. 09^ radians { 50 ^1 t } from edge of ball.. .Under 6Q08 newtons

(1350 lbs.) -load, :.edge . . of contact ellipse was app^oxa..mately 0. ^8-^mzn

(. 011Ain,) , circumferenta^.ly from -the edge , of ball.



TESTING OF DESIGN C

i

BALLS

Design C balls were drilled-with 0.15 -- 0.20-mm (.006 -

	

' ;.,; 	 .008- in.) stock removal by grinding- ai'ter the EDM operation.
r ^s

	`^^	 Several of the balls showed tiny pits in the bore when first	 `

'rece^..ved; they were subsequently-reground to the maximum 	 ^ ^

diameter of our tale^^ance 9 0, 051- mm { .002-^.n.) diametral

increase, which removed all indication of the-pits.

Six of the reground balls, above, were put into test. under 	 _

5,008-newtons (1.,350 lbs.) load, Faur of them achieved 2509000,000

cycles and two suffered infant ^aa^lures.
Two other-Design C.balls also e^per^.enced infant failures,	 '

Ehcept for the ^.nfant ^:ailures, all Design C balls reached.

scheduled -shut-dawn, at 250,000,000 or 500,.000,000 cycl^s9'-under

6,008 newtons {1p 350 lbs.) load,...

TESTING OF DESIGN D 3ALLS

Design D balls-were identical in c.anfiguration to Design A

balls 9 but d^fi'ered in material. It was e^'pected that c^^ack

arrest^:ng properties of the AISI .9310 steel-would resale ^.n a

drilled ball. which was more resistant to bend^.ng fatigue. 	 ^

Two each were tested at 6 9 008 anal 5,340 newtons,.{1 9 350, and

1.;200 lbs.) ^.oad with very short Zives: Nire balls were tested

at 49`005 newtons.{ -908 lbs,)`load with Zives ranging_from.the 3
a

infant failure area to gun-out at 250.,000,000:-cycles.

Testing of Design D balls was suspended . -because of pour-	 -

perfornaance.	 ^	
,'

15.	
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INSPECTION DF BALL FAILURES

.,
tm;	 Es^amination of ball failures irid:^aated that fractures 	 ,

started at the bore, then progressed more or less radia3ly

outward. Figure ll shows a ba13 failure in: wha.ch the crack

is only in - the bore. In some breaks the - crack was dis-

tin.ctly radial. In others . the crack moved outward at an

angle from a true radial plane. The 'two break patterns

. are described as "radial^^ anal "d.a.agonal'! in Table II. A

pictorial representation of the various - break patterns is

.shown belows

Initial	 Radial	 Diagonal _ Aggravated Aggravated..	 -
Crack.	Break.	 .Break	 Radial	 diagonal

Break	 Break:...
If a ballwith diagonal break was-permitted to run fnr-

a few seconds 9 a second diagonal. break would often occur,

The resulting chunk would :drop-out of the ball. See

Figures 12 and `13 for representative failures:

If a ball with a radial break were .permitted to run for 	 ;+

`,	 a few seconds, another radial break would often'.occur^;,^ith
3

a catastrophic failure. {See Figure 14).

within a few seconds a^ rixnnin after a break had' 	 _g.
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Tn Design D balls, breaks tended to be non-planar, as

;.^	 contrasted with breaks in the through hardened balls.
i,;z

`^

	

	 Figures 16, 17, and 18 show characteristic i`ailures in

Design n balls.

Design B balls were most successful in that x^o failures

occurred, under originally scheduled testing. Wk^.en these

Ualls were run under very high Hertz stresses against a

V-groove race, the reinforced design demonstrated ari

ability tc retain structural a.ntegrity after failure had

initiated. Figures 9 and 10 show spans on Design B balls

run against a V-groove race.

Except for infant failures, which were .attributable

to insufficient clean-up of EDM effects, Design C balls

were also successful in meeting load-la.fe requirements.

BEARING TESTING
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BEARINGS V^TH DESIGN B BAILS	 ^__ ...

	

	 ^
a

+	 Bearings incorporating Design B balls were run at
t.

^'	 20,000 rpm (3,000,OOC DN) but were unable to operate at

scheduled lead, 30480 newtons (6, 850 lbs.). Several tests

were .made. In each test, one yr more balls tilted	 ^

excessively, wearing into the restrain^.ng ribs in the ball.

	

	 ^
i

pocket, .and abrading one or both sided of the ball. (See

Figures 19 and 20.) V^fith the braking action which occurred 	 j
a

at this-time, there was light sks.dding on tl^e races: In

each case, audible indications of bearing distress trere 	 ^.

observed as load was being increased through the 15,575

newtons (3,500 lbs,) range.

Several chart runs, using modified procedures cr test

"

	

	 specimens, .were made to clarify the problem. Decreasing

contact angle to approximately 20 0 (by intermatching

inner and outer rings between bearings) resulted in the

same sort of damage at the - same operating conditions as had
o	

^occurred when contact angle was approximately 31 .
o

In another run, the 20 contact angle, rematched

bearing, was complemented with Design A balls. It was

recognized - that .same of the balls might be prone to a.n..fant

failure. At 2.4,475 newtons (5,500 lbs.} thrust load,

audible indications of bearing , distress were heard .. The-

^..
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bearing was permitted to run for a few.minuts^s longer at

^	 loads between 15,575 anal 20,025 newtons (3,500 and 4, 00
d

lbs.} but testing was terminated when further noise was	 'e..

heard. -Upon disassembly, a brakan ball was found but

none of.the balls had tilted enough to contact.a pocket

restraining rib.

The following torque values were obtained during

testing of the rematched 9130UK29 bearing using: Design A

balls, at 20,000 RPM.-

'^	 LOAD.	 TORQUE

l&,020 newtons {_3,600 lb. 	 T0.71 1^3-m (7.g ft. lb,
1^3, 330 newtons 4,120 lb.	 10.99 N--m 8;1 ft, lb.
%0 ,,470 newtons 4,600.1b. 	 11.66 N-m ^8.6 ft, lb.
22,920 newtons 5,150 lb.	 11.93 N-m (8,8 ft, lb.
24,.475 newtons_(5,500 lb.	 11.66 N-m (8.6 fit. :^b.^

During the course of bearing testing, both bearings



i	

'	
^	

^	 ^

Apparently the Deg

i.^-i ^	 unstable under angular
^:

deflection of the ball

much lesser deflection

the load position with

creates a couple which

of inertial forces,

Sign B balls become dynamically

contact and high load. Perhaps the

at the ir^.er race contact, with

at the outer race contact (.due to

respect to the reinforcing web)

is sufficient to overcome the effects

BEARING'WITH DESIGN C BALLS

^

	

	 An MRC 9130-UK29 ball bearing was assembled with

Design C drilled balls in further efforts to achieve 3

million DN operation under high axial load.
o

Races fxom the rematched, 20 contact angle bearing

(used . with Design B balls) were honed to remove evidence

off.previous running, The contact . angle of the bearing.

after rehaning was 2l°. Anew cage was procured.

New Design.0 balls, which were drilled with 1, 14-mm

(.o45-in.) grinding stock allowance, .were obtained to

'^	 complement the bearing.

The bearing operated. for a total ,of 2$. 9 hours at

full speed and load, , 24,000. rpm and 30480: newtons X6;850

^^ 	 lbs.`} . , Tn addition it operated for 16.8 hours at lower
E,

spuds andlor loads during start-ups and rig check outs.
i
	

There were a total of twenty-one starts -and shu•^-downs
f 	 - 	 - 	 -
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during the course of this operation.

	

}.	 ..

	

^:	 Testing was terminated when one drilled ball
b

.fractured,

Auring the course of testing, average values of

significant parameters, measured at full load and speed

were°

Oil-in Temperature - 389K 4240aF
Oil-out Temperature - 439K [331 F^

	

j	 Bearing Outer Race Temperature -- 52'7K (490oF)
Bearing Torque	 - 12.2 to 12.7 N--m

Failure was ?ndicated by noise. The test rig was per-

muted to operate for 'perhaps 30 seconds after the first

change in noise, during which time the outer race

temperature increased l7K (3O°F).	 -

Examination of the bearing revealed that one ball

had broken into several pieces. See Figure 21. In

addit^.on, all balls had tilted in the^.r packets with the
i

result that the s-i des of th;^ balls scrubbed heavil^r into

the alinement restraints in both sides of each packet,

All balls had tilted in the same basic orientation -

so that. the axis of ^i drilled . ball was else^ztially'

perpendicular to the line of contact . from outer ?race

hrough the ball to inner..race.. Markings on the sides. of

the broken ball ixldicated that it had also scrubbed on

the. cage al^ement restraints before it collapsed.



Apparently, the initial cracking of the failed ball

threw the bearing into an t:^nstable operational mode; the

bearing continued to run until mar_ua1 shut down, by which

time the or_e ball had received multiple fractures,

The bearing had been completely. disassembled and

exa^iined after approximately 20 hours and again after.^ 25

hours of full speed-full load operat_+:on, These examina-

Lions showed a number of dents in balls and races and

some incidental. contact between sides of drilled balls

and pocket restraints, but no serious damage. Figure 22

is a photograph o:;: a section of the cage taken at the 20

hour examination, showing only normal wear.

Figure 23 shows a Design C ball as romoved from the

failed bearing at 28x9 hours. Figure 24 shows a section

of cage with severely damaged alinement restraints, after

test; balls in the section of cage shown were unbroken

but severely scrubbed.

Land riding surfaces of the cage showed contact

with tha outer ring. zn one area this contact had worn

through the silver,

Races .showed incidental dents anal minor skidding...,

damageb Based on examinations of .the bearing. during the

course of the run, the skid damage probably occurred at

failure. The .lands. of the .outer race were well.poli^shed

from contact with the DQD, of the cage.

i
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The dynat^ic instability which occurred ^:n. the test

^^i.. , bearing, with Design G balls 	 after ^^aitiation of failure, ..(''1
produced the same sort of damage to balls and cage as 	 ^ '

occurred in bearings with Design B balls. 	 One i^ay

spec^^,late that the initial crack in fractured Design G

ball started at the bore and proceeded to the s^.des in

the-same manner as occurred during single - ball tests;

during the sham inter-aal when. %he heaviest section of	 '

the ball was intact but the sides were fractured, its

deflection charactera^stics were changed and a couple was

created. by the race contact forces.

While a change in deflect^,on characterista.cs can

explain the daffiage which occurred to the sides of the

^ fractured ball, before it .collapsed, it does not

explain the. dy^.amic instability. of the remaining balls. 	 ..
r. _	

—	 a

P. V7. Holmes, ir_ Red. 3 9 noted that d-^illed bails

dimen,v::onally the same as Design A balls 9 tilted	 j

^' excessively.. at Yaigh loads 9 and low..speedse	 Experience,,	 ;
with Design B b^^.^s ur_der angular .contact in this pro-

`'E ,.gram Vindicated s relationship between_ tilting and lnad.

It appears that excessive deflection or collapse of a 	 -

singZe ball cou3d result in additional load on adjacent

1za11s.	 When a drilled ball tilts sufficiently to contact

a cage r^strainz its: .deflection under load char̀.ges so that
-	 ^^

- other balls are mcirye heavily loaded,- 	 The .chain reaction.

which de^relops could cause all .balls . to tilt.

24	 '
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	^`'	 An alternative possibility -that balls tilted befarz

	

.^:	 the initial bending fatigue fracture occurred -appears

	

^. E i	 ';

`. L.

unreasonable.

,At no time during the final few hours of operation

did ahgh- load -- low speed condition occur. An emergency

shut down under full load was effected at 25 hours, but 	 .

subsequent examination revealed-noth_ T,^.g but incidental

contact between ba11s and restraints. Temperature data

	

f	 also indicate no abnormal trends. until the-final minute

of operation.

The heavy, walled drilled ball,- Design C, demonstrated

a capability of operating for a significant period of

time in a ball bearing at 3 million DN under loads

.comparable to the maximum occurring in main shaft jet

eng^.nes. In this respect, it is supe-^ior to Design A

(standard drilled ball) and Design B (web reinforced

	

g )•	 1desi. n	 Scheduled life of 100 hours was not achieved

^,n tha.s program, and a design with greater resistance to

bending - fatigue ?s required.

CONCL^i.TS1 ONS

The. drilled fall concept .has demonstrated the

•

	

	 capability of operatingsatisfactorily_inbearngs. which

.rotate at t^.ree million DN. However, initial.des^.gns,
I

with about 52/ mass reduction,. are not strong enough to

,^	 ^`2

_.i
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resist bending fat^,gue present iri jet-engine main shaft

applications,

The webbed ball design demonstrated excellent
s

resistance to binding fatigue. Testing under high rolling

contact stresses, concentrated near an edge of the drilled

ball, indicated that rolling contact fatigue-doss not 	 .

immediately result in catastrophic failure. However, the

webbed ball appears to be dynamically unstable when

operating under high loads in ari angular contact ball

bearing.

The heavier walled ball, Design G of this program9

with 47.496 mass reduction, demonstrated significantly

improved ben^ing fatigue resistance over the initial

design.

A bearing incorporating these balls operated at	 ^'

three million D1^ under heavy .axial load for 28.9 hours, 	 '

Failure of this bearing was due to fracture of a ball.

I^: appears that a still heavier walled design,_ or a-more

fatigue resistant material is required for general

application of the concept. 	 -

Results of this program: also demonstrate the need

for. special precautions in . .,the use of electric.dscharge .	',

	

_;`	 machining-(EDM) in highly stiessed bearing components. 	 W

Accepted: industry praotices for grinding stock allowance,
s

subsequent to-the.EDM operation, are apparently - .inadequate,-

F^.rrther investigation. in this aria i needed..	 .
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TABLE I

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MRC 9130 - UK - 29 .BALL BEARINGS

Bearings .were made to p_rmular Bearing Engineers Committee
i	 grade 5 tolerances.

RINGS AND BALLS

Material Consumable-electrode,
vacuum-melted BSI
M-30 steel

Hardness Rockwell C 60 to 63

Inner-race bore,. mm (in.) 150 (5.9053)

Outer--race outside diameter,
mm (in.) 225 (8.8583)

Width, mm (in..) 35 (1.780

Number of balls 24

Ball outside diameterQ mm (in.) 20.638 (0.8125}

Pitch .diameter, nominal, mm (in} 186.89 (7.3578)

Contact angle, nominal, rad (deg) 0.5110 X29.28)

Radial clearance under 147-N
{33-1bf) load, mm (in.) 0 .107 tc.0..142

(0.0042 to 0.0056)

Inner-race rad^,us 9 percent of ball
.diameter- ` 52

Outer race radiusg percent of bail
diameter 51

CAGE

Material SAE 4340 steel, , silver
plated 0.025. .to 0.051-mm

02 in) Chic0.	 t	 .0	 -

Hardness

per^AMS^-2412

Rockwell C28 to 32

Cage width, maximum,' Trim (in) 28-, 04 (1`:104)
Ball-^^ocket clearance, diametra3, m^r> f gin.) 0.635 to 0.838

(0.025 to 0...033)

:.Cage--land , clearance, diametral,mm{in) 1.02 {0.040)

28
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^ ^ ^ ^ 	 ^	 TABLE II
SUMMARY' OF DRILLED BALL TESTING

-:	 DESIGN BALL N0. MACHINE LOAD HDQRS STATU'S

A 1 1 Varied 41:5 Shakedown ball! no fa^.lure
^' ^	 A 2 2 Varied 22.0 Shakedown ball, no f^..lure

A 3 2 Varied 1.2 - Shak^:d.own ball, radial break
A 4 2 -- D, 2 Diag. bx^^^k; infant faillare
A 5 1 -__..^_ 0.2 Di ag_ -hreak; infant .failure
^, 6 2 600SN 46<3 xaaial breakg 2.5 hrs. at

reduced loads
A 7 l 6DDSN 38:3. Radial. break
A S 1 6008N 14.1- Radial break
A 9 2 6DD8N 53.5 No fai lure, suspsr_ded
A l0 1 6oD8N 53 .5 N^;, failure, suspended	 ,
A 11 1 --_-_- 0.1 ^?iag. break; infant failure
A 12 2 5340N 53.5 No failure, suspended
A l3 1 ----^-• 0.1 Rad. break 9 infant failure
A 14 1 534oN 58,3 No failure, suspended
A 15 2 5340N 5301 Na failU..re, suspended

16 1 ----_^ ^-- S/N given to set of -races only
A 17 1 5340N ^2.2 Diagonal Break
A 18 1 --	 ----- 0.3 Diagonal Break Retainer
A 19 1 ------ 4.z Hairline Crack M^;saligned
A 20 1 5340N 53.1 No failure 9 suspended
A 21 2 5340N 5401 No failure, suspended
B 22 1 6008N 53.6 No failure, suspended
B 23 2 6008N 53.0 No falu_re g suspended
B 24 1 6008N 53.7 No failure s suspended
B 25 2 600$N j4.6 No failure .,. suspended

-	 B 26 1 6008N 54, 2 No failu »̂e, suspended
C^ 27 2 6008N 53.8 No failure 4 suspended
C^ 28 1 6008N 53.1 No failure, suspended,
C^ 29 2' 6008N 53, 0 No fa.iauxe, suspended
C 30 1 6008N 32.6 Rig prablea^s suspended
C 31 2 6D08N 0.2 Dag. break; in.fan'^ failure
C 32 2 600$N 0.3 Diag e brew; infant failure

.	 c^ 33 2 6008N o. 1 Dias. break; infant: failure:.:
C^ 34 2 6008N 0.1 Diag. brc:ak9 infant failure.
B 35 2 600$N 55.3 No failu..re, suspended
C^` 36 1 6008N 61; 5 No failure 9 suspended,
A^^ 37 1 600sN X0. 7 Diagonal break
A^-^ 38 2 6008N 53, 3 No failure,, suspended
A^ 39 1 6008N 8.7 Diagonal break
A#^' 4D 1 6008N 54 3 Rad^.al break
A^^ 41 2 6008N 53. 8 No faili^re^ suspended
A^^ 42	 _ l 6QQ8N 7.4..1 ^iaganal break:	 .:
B 43	 _ 2 60Q8N 105, 5 No failure; suspended	 -
B 44 2 6008N 106x0 No failure; :.suspended..... 	 ^
B 45 1 6008N 1D8.1 No faa^lu:^^e9 `suspended.

^- Task IC desi n balls which were - identifiable as hav'in	 minimal	 ^g	 ..g
stock removal by grinding

Task IA design balls,wrich were especially processed to provide
1,14 mm {.045"} m^.nimum stock removal by grinding

29`



TABLE Il (Continued)

.^.^.

^'^^

DESIGN BALL N0. NA.CHxN.^ LOAD HOURS STA1'tFS

B 46 2 6008N 106,1 No failure, suspended
B 47 1 6008N 106.7 No failure, suspended
A^^ 48 2 5340N 106.3. No failure, suspended
A^^' 49 l 5340N 108.3 No failure, suspended
.A^^ 50 2 5340N 11.2 Diagonal. Break
A^^ 51 2 5340N 33.6 Diag. break,	 re-.probably

leted to a lubrication
failure

C 52 l 6008N 106.3 No f a^.lure, suspended
C ^3 2 6008N 106.0 . No failure, suspended
D 54 1 6008N 1.0 Broken ball
D 55 2 6008N 0.5 Broken ball
D 56 1 5340N 8.8 Broken ball
D 57 2 5340N 1.1 Broken ball
D 58 2 4OO5N 0.15 Broken ball
D 59 1 40D5N O.2 .Broken ball
D 60 ^, 4005N 14.6 - Broken ball
D 61 2 4005N 0.2 Broken ball
D 62 2 4005N 53, 1 No failure, suspended
D 53 l 4005N 53. 1 No failure, suspended
D 64 ^. 4005N 24,7 Broken ball
D 65 1 4005N 2.l Broken ball
D 66 1 4005N 5,9 Broken ball
C 67 1 6008N 108.4 No failure, suspended
C 68 2 6008N 104.0 No failure, suspended
B 69 1-V 6008N 0.1? Chunk .broke out of loaded

area
B 70 l--V 60QSN 0.0$ Chunk - broke out of .loaded

area
B 71 1^V 5340N 0.10 Chunk brbk^ aut of Loaded

area
B 72 1-^' S340N 0,11 `cracksSpalled ball,	 under

. spank	 B 73 2-V _-v--- Skidded at: start, rig prob.
B 74 1-V 4450N 0..65 Spalled ball, cracks under

sp all
B Z5 1-V 4450N 0.30 Spalled. ball
B 75 2--^ ---_-- _^---^-^^- Skidded at start,. rig prob.
B 77 h-V 356QN x:5.9, Spalled. balls cracks under

spell
^ rlS2 "] ._'Cl' '7,F^,f'1AS 7'I	 ^ Ctr,n"i'1 nr^	 'h.^l "1	 ^rir7i -E-i nria^
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FIGLRE 4 - SCHEMATIC OF MODIFIED ONE BALL TEST RIG
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FIGURE 9 - Design B Bali No. 72, Run on a V-Groove Race,
with 8pall Which Cracked Through to Bore.
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FIGURE 10 - Design B Ball No. 75, Run on a V-Groove Race,
w^.th Fatigue Sp all.
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FIGURE 11 - Design A Ball No. 19, Showing Failure Which Did
Nat Progress to Ball Outer Surface. {Crack is accentuated with
Magnaflux Solution)
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FIGURE 12 - Design A Ball No. 11, Showing Failure With Diagonal
Crack.	
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FIGURE 13 -- Design A Ball No. 4, Showing Ball With Aggravated
Diagonal Break.

FIGURE 14 - Design A Ball No. 6, which Suffered Two Radial
.Fractures. Initial Crack zs Discolored from Frictional Heat.
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FIGURE 16 - Design D Ball No. 58, Showing Non-Planar Crack
in Bore of Carburized Ball. (Crack is accentuated with
Magnaflux Solutions 	 41
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FIGURE 15 - Design A Ball No. 13, Showing Failure Which
Overheated at the Crack.
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FIGURE 17 - Design D Ball No. 58, Showing Arrested Crack in
Carburized Ball. (Crack is accentuated with Magnaflux Solution}

FIGURE 18 - Design D Ball No. 60, Showing Fractured Carburized Ball.
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FIGURE 19 - Design B Ball from Ball Bearing Test, Showing
Abraded Side which Scrubbed Cage Rib.
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FIGURE 20 - Typical Damaged Ball Pocket Rib, from Contact with
Tilted Design B Ball.
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FIGURE 2]. - Fractured Design C Ball After 28.9 Hours Operation
a.n	 30-UK-29 Ball Bearing at 20000 rpm with Full Bearing
Thrust Load of 20500 N (6850 1b,)

FIGURE 22 - Cage i'rom MRC 9130-UK-29 Ball Bearing; a^'ter 20 Hours
Operation at Fall Load and Speed, Cage was in Good Ccnt^.ition.
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FIGURE 23 - Unbroken Design C Ball Removed from Bearing at Completion
o^ Test. Ball Shows Severe Contact with Cage Pocket Restraints.

FIGURE 24 - View of Cage After Completion of Test Showing ^?amaged
)pocket Restraints and O. D, wear.
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